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There are rarely good or bad schools, rather there 
are more or less effective classrooms.”

PROFESSOR PETER BARRETT
EMERITUS PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF SALFORD

“
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product ranges. Outdoor Toys & Equipment
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Early Years

Primary

SEN & Sensory

Eden Learning Spaces want to help create the best possible 
learning environments for every child from Early Years and 
Primary, through to Secondary.

We achieve this by focusing on:  
Enhancing the learning experience through the creation  
of flexible, inspiring and interactive spaces.

The formative early years are full of wonder, 

curiosity and discovery. This special time 

should be met with inspirational and varied 

learning experiences - so take that first step 

and explore our early years collection to 

capture the imagination of young minds.

•  Stimulates imaginative play

•  Perfect for break and nap time

•  Aides in development of motor skills

•  Encourages physical, social and   

 emotional development

Enter the wonderful world of sensory 

learning experiences. Our range of tactile 

and visually stimulating resources help  

to promote inclusive learning as well as 

supporting a range of specific special 

education needs.

• Encourages sensory exploration

• Aids sensory processing needs

• Helps calm and reduce anxiety

• Perfect addition to sensory rooms

Learning at Key Stages One and Two is 

exciting, challenging and stimulating. 

Discover our cross-curricular collection 

of engaging soft seating and keep your 

learners comfortable, inspired and engaged 

as they absorb all that Primary learning

has to offer.

•  Features cross-curricular themes

•  Facilitates flexible learning

•  Encourages social interaction

•  Motivates reluctant readers

seneyfs

KS1 KS2
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Learn 
About 
Nature
Engage children in lessons on the 

natural environment and seasonal 

change with these award-winning, 

nature themed learning resources.

Bring a sense of the outdoors into the 

classroom so that children can feel 

connected to the environment, or head 

outside and help children discover a love 

of nature first-hand.  

• Learning activity resources available  
 to support the collection

• Perfect for creating a safe forest 
 school setting

• Supports outdoor learning and  
 active play

• Soft furnishings that double as   
 teaching resources

• Water-resistant and wipe-clean   
 fabric means this collection is ideal   
 for outdoor use

Small & Large Tree Stumps

Small Tree Stumps

Large Tree Stumps

Multi-Seater Log

Code: ED3FSTODTREE Pack of 3

Dimensions: H20cm x Dia38cm 
• Sturdy and firm seat for little ones

• Stackable design allows for convenient storage

• High-definition, photographic quality log printed   
 design with bark print on side walls and wood grain   
 detail on top

• Available as a pack of three, or as a pack of four with one  
 Large Tree Stump and three Small Tree Stumps

Code: ED2FSTODTREELG Pack of 2

Dimensions: H35cm x Dia45cm 
• Large size can be used by both children and teachers

• Stackable design allows for convenient storage

• High-definition, photographic quality log printed   
 design with bark print on side walls and wood grain   
 detail on top

• Available as a pack of two, or as a pack of four with one  
 Large Tree Stump and three Small Tree Stumps

Code: ED1FOAMLOG

Dimensions: H25cm x L100cm x W40cm 
• Can comfortably sit up to three children

• Perfect for one-to-one reading with a teacher

• High-definition, photographic quality log printed   
 design with bark print and wood grain  

•  Filled with a high density foam for durability and ability  
 to retain shape 

•  Position against a wall for back support 

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

bean
filled

bean
filled

foam
filled
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Grass Bean Cubes

Nature Floor Cushions

Nature Bean Bags

Code: ED2CUBODGRASS Pack of 2 

Dimensions: H38cm x L38cm x W38cm

• Stackable design allows for convenient storage

• Can be pushed against a wall to provide back support

• High-definition, photographic quality grass printed   
 design on walls and top

• Line up together to create a replica hedge which  
 can sit multiple children

• Ideal for small or compact learning spaces

Code: ED1KBGGRASS Spring Grass, ED1KBGMEADOW Summer 
Meadow, ED1KBGLEAVES Autumn Leaves

Dimensions: L125cm x W100cm

• Can position to offer back support

• Can seat multiple children or be used independently

• High-definition, photographic quality printed designs

• Available in three designs - Autumn Leaves, Summer  
 Meadow and Spring Grass

Code: ED1KPOGRASS Spring Grass, ED1KPOMEADOW Summer 
Meadow, ED1KPOLEAVES Autumn Leaves

Dimensions: H70cm x W62cm x D62cm

• Offers great back support

• Polystyrene bead moulds to the body’s shape

• High-definition, photographic quality printed designs

• Available in three designs - Autumn Leaves, Summer  
 Meadow and Spring Grass

• Perfect for creating nature-inspired reading corners 

Hay Bale

Rock Pods

Rock Blocks

Code: ED2HAYBALE Pack of 2

Dimensions: H20cm x L60cm x W35cm

• Each hay bale can sit up to two children

• Stackable design allows for convenient storage

• High-definition, photographic quality hay print

• Great for paired reading or reading with a teacher

• Ideal for small or narrow learning spaces

• Position against a wall for back support

Code: ED3GROCKS Granite Pack of 3,  
ED3SROCKS Sandstone Pack of 3

Dimensions: H20cm x W34cm

• Sturdy and firm seat for little ones

• Stackable design allows for convenient storage

• High-definition, photographic quality stone print

• Available in two designs - Granite and Sandstone

• Great for nature settings, ancient times and space themes

• Perfect for paired or group work

Code: ED1GBOULDER Granite,  
ED1SBOULDER Sandstone

Dimensions: H20cm x L100cm x W40cm

• Can comfortably sit up to three children

• Perfect for one-to-one reading with a teacher

• Available in two designs - Granite and Sandstone

•  Filled with a high density foam for durability and   
 ability to retain shape

• Great for nature settings, ancient times and space themes

•  Can be used to build simple structures 

sen KS1 KS2

sen KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

bean
filled

bean
filled

bean
filled

bean
filled

bean
filled

foam
filled
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Log Carry Cushions

Nature Grab & Go Cushions

New Nature Multi-way Floor Mat

Code: ED6CCSHOD-TREE Pack of 6

Dimensions: H5cm x Dia40cm each

• Comes with a holdall for convenient storage

• Each cushion and holdall feature a handy carry handle

• Foam filling selected for optimum comfort and durability

• High-definition, photographic quality log printed   
 design with bark print on side walls and wood grain   
 detail on top and bottom

• Perfect for taking on school trips

Code: ED10CUSHMIX-NAT Nature Pack of 10,  
ED10CUSH-SEASON Seasons Pack of 10

Dimensions: L43cm x W43cm each

• Each cushion features a handy carry handle

• Free transparent holdall for convenient storage

• High-definition, photographic quality printed designs

• Available in two pack designs - Nature and Seasons

• Fibre pad filling provides a comfortable base to sit  
 on or as a cushion to lean on

Code: ED1FOLDMATBARK Bark, ED1FOLDMATGRASS Daisy Grass 

Dimensions: H3cm x Dia124cm

• Foam filling selected for optimum comfort and durability

• Can be used flat or transformed into a corner seat

• Folds away for easy transportation and storage

• Available in two designs - Daisy Grass and Bark

• Perfect base for encouraging imaginative play

• Each mat can sit multiple children

• Suitable for under 3’s

BazZoo®

Collection

Expand children’s horizons as well as their minds with the award 

winning BazZoo® Collection. Use the resources to create a 

variety of themed environments to explore different habitats 

and types of animals that live there.

This soft and interactive collection is ideal for promoting 

inclusive learning. The lightweight designs are easy to move 

between classroom, sensory room and outdoor areas. Children 

of all abilities will enjoy learning with these versatile, cross-

curricular wildlife themed resources. 

BazZoo® Safari Collection

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

fibre
filled

foam
filled

foam
filled
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BazZoo® Support Seats BazZoo® Sea Life Octopus

BazZoo® Bean Bag Chairs BazZoo® Sea Life Fish

BazZoo® Sea Life Whale BazZoo® Safari Snake

Code: ED1CUPMONKEYOD Monkey, ED1CUPCRABOD Crab, 
ED1CUPTURTLEOD Turtle

Dimensions: H63cm x W72cm

• High-definition, photographic quality printed design

• Available in three designs - Crab, Turtle and Monkey

• Perfect for creating engaging and inspirational   
 reading areas

• Chair offers back support

Code: ED1ZOOFISHOD

Dimensions: H96cm x W64cm

•  Friendly printed face design

•  Comfortable bean bag chair with back support – ideal as  
 a reading chair

•  Helps when creating a seaside or under the sea themed  
 learning area or reading space

• Features foam filled fins adding extra sensory features

Code: ED1ZOOWHALEOD

Dimensions: H50cm x L119cm x W78cm 

• Can sit multiple children

• Can be used as a lounger for independent reading

• Create a themed cross-curricular learning zone 

• Perfect for one to one reading with a teacher

• Inspires learning about oceans and sea life

• Perfect for debates and group discussion

Code: ED1SNAKEOD

Dimensions: Head; H20cm x L80cm x W50cm 
Body; H22cm x Dia38cm (per segment)

• Can sit multiple children on five individual segments

•   Features high definition, dye sublimation printed   
 character

• Modular design can be arranged in multiple ways for play  
 or to accommodate space

•  Helps when creating a jungle or safari themed area

• Stackable allows for easy and convenient storage

Code: ED1SUPSEATLION Lion, ED1SUPSEATFISH Fish, 
ED1SUPSEATLADYBIRD Ladybird

Dimensions: H25cm x W70cm x D50cm

• Can be used in multiple positions

• Compact design perfect for small reading corners 

• Available in three designs - Lion, Fish and Ladybird

• Horseshoe shape provides optimum support

• Provides back or neck support when reading 

• Suitable for under 3’s

Code: ED1ZOOOCTOPUS

Dimensions: H48cm x W156cm

•  Seats up to eight children around the body

• “Wow factor” prop to theme a seaside or an under the  
 sea learning zone

•  Friendly and engaging character that children will love

• Curved arms designed to aid sitting positions

• Perfect for group work

sen eyfs KS1 KS2 sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen KS1 KS2 sen KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2 sen eyfs KS1 KS2
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BazZoo® Safari Hippo

BazZoo® Minibeast Bee

BazZoo® Minibeast Caterpillar

Code: ED1HIPPOOD

Dimensions: Head; H20cm x L80cm x W50cm 
Feet; H22cm x Dia38cm

• Can sit multiple children on three individual segments

•   Features high definition, dye sublimation printed hippo

• Helps when creating a safari or zoo themed area

• Modular design can be arranged in multiple ways for play  
 or to accommodate space

Code: ED1BEEOD

Dimensions: Head/Legs; H22cm x Dia38cm (per segment) 
Body; H20cm x L80cm x W50cm

• Can sit multiple children on five individual segments

•   Features high definition, dye sublimation bee design

• Features detailed pollen print on legs to support lessons  
 on pollination

• Helps children identify different parts of the bee

• Activity guides are available to support this product  

• Helps when creating a minibeast themed area

Code: ED1ZOOCAT6STL

Dimensions: H20cm x Dia38cm (per segment)

• Can sit multiple children on six individual segments

•   Features high definition, dye sublimation printed caterpillar

• Modular design can be arranged into multiple shapes,  
 including a flower

• Encourages discussion on caterpillars and lifecycles

• Stackable for easy and compact storage

• Perfect for reading corners and circles

Sensory 
Touch 
Tags
Versatile resources that support both 

SEN and inclusive learning with the 

Sensory Touch Tags range.

Featuring different tactile tags with 

textures and colours, the range 

facilitates a rich sensory learning 

experience, allowing children of all 

abilities to discover new textures 

and develop fine motor skills, both in 

indoor and outdoor environments.

Touch Tags Bean Bag Floor Cushion

Touch Tags Carry Cushion

Code: ED1TAGCCSH

Dimensions: H5cm x Dia40cm

• Pack of six comes with a portable storage bag

• Foam filling selected for optimum comfort and durability

• Each cushion and storage bag features a handy carry handle 

• Provides a controlled fidgeting outlet and a comfortable  
 base to sit 

• Lightweight and portable for on-the-go learning

• Encourages ownership and independence

• Suitable for under 3’s

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

bean
filled

bean
filled
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filled

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

foam
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Sensory 
Tactile
The Sensory Tactile range is designed 

to help create inviting cosy corners and 

engaging play areas within a sensory 

learning environment. Provide home 

from home comforts for children; add 

colour to playful areas with the Softies 

Cushions or soothe and relax children 

with the Sensory Cushions.

The different textures of the Sensory 

Cushions are ideal for tactile experiences 

and the Softies Cushions are great for 

having fun with grabbing and squashing 

to improve fine motor skills.

Softies Cushions

Touch Tags Bean Bag Floor Cushion

Touch Tags Support Seat

Touch Tags Posture Wedge

Code: ED1TAGOD005 Natural, ED1TAGOD013 Blue

Dimensions: L125cm x W100cm

• Flexible seating solution that can be used in  
 multiple positions 

• Can seat multiple children when used as a floor cushion  
 or be used independently

• Position multiples together to form a large floor cushion

• Available in Bright colour palette and New Natural

• Provides a controlled fidgeting outlet

• Perfect for seating or relaxing

Code: ED1TAGSUPSEATOD

Dimensions: H25cm x W70cm x D50cm

• Can be used in multiple positions

• Anti-slip base for added safety when used on shiny surfaces

• Horseshoe shape gives optimum support for infants   
 learning to sit

• Provides back or neck support when reading  

• Provides a controlled fidgeting outlet

• Suitable for under 3’s

Code: ED1FOAMWEDGE

Dimensions: H8cm at tall end, 2cm at low x L30cm x W30cm

• Pack of ten comes with a holdall for convenient storage

• Multiple uses - Tummy time support for babies, posture  
 support for infants, or on a chair for children

•  Small, portable size for on-the-go learning 

•  Encourages ownership and independence

• Provides a controlled fidgeting outlet

• Suitable for under 3’s

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2
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Sensory Cushions

New Faux Fur Bean Bag

Bolster Buddies

Monster Emotion Cushions

Code: ED5CUSH-SENSORY Natural Pack of 5, 
ED5CUSH-SENMON Monochrome Pack of 5

Dimensions: L30cm x W30cm each

• Available in two colour packs - Natural and Monochrome

• Features five different textures; ridged, silky, furry,  
 rough, fluffy

• Easy care, removable covers are machine washable

• Helps to calm, reduce stress and anxiety

• Suitable for Under 3’s

Code: ED1KPOMINK

Dimensions: H70cm x W62cm x D62cm

• Offers great back support

• Polystyrene bead moulds to the body’s shape

• Perfect for adding to nature-inspired reading corners or  
 sensory exploration zones

• Easy care, removable covers are machine washable

• Soft and tactile fur helps to calm, reduce stress and anxiety

Code: ED3CUSH-NATBB Pack of 3

Dimensions: L45cm x W20cm each

• Pack includes three designs; worm, ladybird and caterpillar

• Embroided appliqué design provides an additional   
 sensory feature

• Encourages wider discussion around minibeasts and lifecycles

• Great for hugging or as a soft support when lying down

• Helps children with minibeast recognition

• Fully machine washable

• Suitable for Under 3’s

Code: ED8CUSH-MONSTER Pack of 8

Dimensions: Dia34cm each

• Cushions come in eight bright colours and feature a different  
 emotional expression on one side

• Encourages group discussion and debate in any language

• Supports emotional development by helping children to  
 manage and explore feelings and behaviour

• Embroided appliqué design provides an extra sensory feature

• Perfect for non-verbal children

• Fully machine washable

• Suitable for Under 3’s

The products on this page have been assessed under Article 3 of the General Product Safety Directive 2001/95/EC.  
These items are for use under supervision only. Never leave a child unattended.

The products on this page have been assessed under Article 3 of the General Product Safety Directive 2001/95/EC.  
These items are for use under supervision only. Never leave a child unattended.

The bean bags have been a benefit as they help to 
reduce stress and the formal nature that some children 
find difficult. They are bright and colourful which adds 
to the learning environment.”

ALEXANDRA CLARK

MEADOWFIELD PRIMARY SCHOOL

“

Softies Cushions

Code: ED10CUSH-FLEECE Pack of 10

Dimensions: L30cm x W30cm each

• Comes with a holdall for compact storage

•  Pack of ten includes: 2x blue, 2x lime, 2x yellow,  
 2x orange, 2x red

•  Made from soft tactile fleece offering sensory experience

• Helps to calm, reduce stress and anxiety

• Perfect for cosy corners

• Fully machine washable

• Suitable for Under 3’s
sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2
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Star Print Floor Cushion

Sensory 
Ultraviolet

Children of all abilities, from Early Years to Key Stage Two 

will discover a love of learning with these sensory resources. 

Let natural curiosity lead exploration of light, sound and 

movement as children develop mentally and socially through 

sensory exploration.

Featuring stars and galaxy themed prints, and designed with 

UV lighting in mind, this collection is the perfect addition to 

SEN and Sensory environments and ideal for creating learning 

areas based on outer-space. 

Star Print Floor Cushion

Sensory White Bean Bag

New Galaxy Giant Floor Cushion

Code: ED1KBGSTARS

Dimensions: L125cm x W100cm

• Can seat multiple children or be used independently

• Can be positioned against a wall to offer back support

• UV reflective star print features various sized stars on a 
 blue and green gradient background

• Encourages wider discussion about outer space

• Perfect for seating or relaxing

Code: ED1HEXOD006

Dimensions: H75cm x W65cm

• Offers great back support

• Ideal for use alongside mood and interactive lighting

• Larger size suitable for use by a wide age range

• White cover surface reflects UV light

Code: ED1BBGGALAXY

Dimensions: L180cm x W140cm

• Large size perfect for older pupils or students

• Can seat multiple children or be used independently

• Can be positioned against a wall to offer back support

• UV reflective galaxy print features a large number of stars 
 and cool coloured nebulas

• Encourages wider discussion about outer space

• Perfect for seating or relaxing

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2
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filled
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filled
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filled
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Modular 
Furniture
A range of multifunctional and portable 

furniture which can be configured to 

form a variety of seating and surface 

options or be used individually. Suitable 

for use by both teachers and students.
Quarter Stools

New Quarter Stools New Hexagonal Stools

Code: ED4FSTQTR099 Pack of 4, ED4FSTQTRTREE Pack of 4

Dimensions: H30cm x W44cm per segment

• Sturdy polystyrene structure

• Lightweight and portable

• Can be stacked for storage

• Use to create a circle or a curved bench for groups

• Available in multicoloured or realistic log print designs

Code: ED3FSTHEXSM099 Pack of 3, ED7FSTHEXSM099 Pack of 7

Dimensions: Small: H30cm x W52cm,  
Medium: H50cm x W52cm, Large: H70cm x W52cm

• Sturdy polystyrene structure

• Lightweight and portable

• Can be stacked for storage

• Use to create a tiered seating solution or room divider 

• Available as a pack of three or a pack of seven

New Galaxy Multi-way Floor Mat

New Galaxy Floor Cushion

New Galaxy Bean Bag

Code: ED1KBGGALAXY

Dimensions: L125cm x W100cm

• Can seat multiple children or be used independently

• Can be positioned against a wall to offer back support

• UV reflective galaxy print features a large number of stars 
 and cool coloured nebulas

• Encourages wider discussion about outer space

• Perfect for seating or relaxing

Code: ED1KPOGALAXY

Dimensions: H70cm x W62cm x D62cm

• Offers great back support

• Polystyrene bead moulds to the body’s shape

• High-definition, photographic quality printed designs

• UV reflective galaxy print features a large number of stars 
 and cool coloured nebulas

• Encourages wider discussion about outer space

Code: ED1FOLDMATGAL

Dimensions: H3cm x Dia124cm

• Foam filling selected for optimum comfort and durability

• Can be used flat or transformed into a corner seat

• Folds away for easy transportation and storage

• UV reflective galaxy print features a large number of stars 
 and cool coloured nebulas

• Each mat can sit multiple children

• Suitable for under 3’s

sen eyfs KS1 KS2 sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2
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Essentials 
Bean Bags

Essentials Bean Bags are the perfect resource that will brighten 

up any classroom, reading area or school library. The comfort 

and posture support of the seating helps children to concentrate, 

focus on their reading, and ultimately discover a love of books  

and storytelling.

Create the perfect indoor educational environment for reading  

or group discussions, or utilise the water-resistant fabric and  

take learning outdoors to make the most of the overall  

school environment.

Bean Bag Reading Chair

Bean Seat Pod

Two-Seater Bean Oval

Bean Cubes

Code: ED5FSTOD-BRI Brights Pack of 5, 
ED5FSTOD-NAT Naturals Pack of 5

Dimensions: H20cm x Dia38cm

• Perfect for compact reading corners or circle time

• Sturdy and firm seat for both little ones and teachers

• Stackable design allows for convenient storage

• Available in two colour packs - Brights and Naturals

Code: ED1OVPOD

Dimensions: H20cm x L80cm x W50cm

• Great for paired or one-to-one reading with a teacher

• Can be pushed against a wall to provide back support

• Stackable design allows for convenient storage

• Ideal for small or compact learning spaces

Code: ED5CUBOD-BRI Pack of 5

Dimensions: H38cm x L38cm x W38cm

• Can be pushed against a wall to provide back support

• Modular seating that can be lined up to accommodate  
 multiple students

• Stackable design allows for convenient storage

• Ideal for small or compact learning spaces

• Sturdy bead-filled solid seat

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen KS1 KS2
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filled

bean
filled
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Bean Bag Floor Cushion

Support Seat

Bean Bag Reading Chair

Code: ED1KBGOD 

Dimensions: L125cm x W100cm

• Flexible seating solution with multiple positions 

• Can be positioned against a wall to offer back support

• Can be used independently or to seat multiple children when  
 used as a floor cushion

• Position multiple cushions together to provide a large  
 and comfortable floor space

• Perfect for nap time

Code: ED1SUPSEATOD

Dimensions: H25cm x W70cm x D50cm

• Can be used in multiple positions

• Anti-slip base for added safety when used on shiny surfaces

• Compact design perfect for small reading corners 

• Horseshoe shape provides optimum support for infants  
 learning to sit

• Provides back or neck support when reading 

• Can be grouped together for circle time

• Suitable for under 3’s

Code: ED1KHBOD

Dimensions: H85cm x Dia58cm

• Features a high back offering back and neck support 

• Perfect for individual reading, group reading and study time

• Reading Experiment Case Study available which supports  
 and demonstrates the benefits of using the product 

Nursery Bean Bag

Primary Bean Bag

Code: ED1TUBSOD

Dimensions: H44cm x Dia46cm

• Offers great back support for sitting activities

• Ideal for group work and reading corners

• Perfect size for little ones

Code: ED1TUBMOD

Dimensions: H56cm x Dia58cm

• Offers great back support for sitting activities

• Ideal for group work, reading corners or for individual readers

The quality and texture of the material of the bean bags 
makes them a really versatile product, they have even 
been found being used in the outdoor classroom.”

HAZEL SCOTT

HEAD TEACHER, RINGWAY FIRST SCHOOL

“

sen eyfs KS1 KS2
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Essentials 
Foam & 
Fibre
The portable collection is designed 

to create inviting learning areas that 

can easily be stored away. Use these 

resources to create an informal learning 

environment either indoors or outdoors.

The lightweight and flexible designs 

allow children to lift and move the 

products. This is great for den building 

in teams and helps promote inclusive 

learning through sensory exploration. 

Multi-way Floor Mat and Grab & Go Cushions

Wipeable Floor Rolls

Code: ED5FROLLOD013 Pack of 5

Dimensions: L140cm x W50cm

•  Each mat features a handy carry handle

•  Wipeable surface is perfect for writing and doodling

• Can be used for one child to lie and rest on or for two  
 children to sit and play

•  Can be used as a bolster rest when rolled up

• Encourages ownership and independence

•  The white surface reflects UV light

Grab & Go Cushions

New Multi-way Floor Mat

Carry Cushions

Code: ED10CUSHOD-BRI Brights Pack of 10, 
ED10CUSHOD-NAT Naturals Pack of 10

Dimensions: H43cm x Dia43cm each

• Free transparent holdall for convenient storage 

• Each cushion features a handy carry handle

• Available in two colour packs - Brights and Naturals

• Fibre pad filling provides a comfortable base to sit  
 on or as a cushion to lean on

 • Encourages ownership and independence

Code: ED1FOLDMAT

Dimensions: H3cm x Dia124cm

• Foam filling selected for optimum comfort and durability

• Can be used flat or transformed into a corner seat

• Folds away for easy transportation and storage

• Available in plain cool blue, plain beige, or a printed   
 multicoloured hexagonal pattern

• Perfect base for encouraging imaginative play

• Each mat can sit multiple children

• Suitable for under 3’s

Code: ED10CCSHOD099 Pack of 10

Dimensions: H5cm x Dia40cm each

• Comes with holdall for compact storage

• Foam filling selected for optimum comfort and durability

• Each cushion and storage holdall feature a handy   
 carry handle

• Lightweight and portable for on-the-go learning

• Encourages ownership and independence

• Perfect for taking on school trips

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

sen eyfs KS1 KS2

foam
filled
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filled
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Secondary 
Range
The Secondary Range offers vibrant soft 

seating options which provide comfort and 

support during study or recreational time, 

perfect for secondary, higher education 

environments and student accommodation. 
Large Reading Bean Bag and Giant Floor Cushions

Student Bean Bag Chair Large Reading Bean Chair

Code: ED1TUBODL

Dimensions: H70cm x W62cm x D62cm

• Offers great back support

• Beads mould around the body for maximum comfort

• Square panelled design retains shape when not in use

Code: ED1HBKOD

Dimensions: H118cm x Dia66cm

•  High back offers great back and neck support 

• Beads mould around the body for maximum comfort

•  Panelled style and deep, wide and low-level seat 

• Ideal for reading, studying or enjoying on-screen   
 entertainment such as video games or movies

Super Study Bean Bag Chair

Bean Cubes

Giant Bean Bag Floor Cushion

Code: ED1SUNOD

Dimensions: H92cm x Dia90cm

•  Large size is ideal for taller students and teachers

•  Features a high seating position for ease of use  

•  Beads mould around the body for maximum comfort

•  Offers great back and neck support

Code: ED5CUBOD099 Pack of 5

Dimensions: H38cm x L38cm x W38cm

• Stackable for compact storage

• Can be used as an occasional seat or high foot stool

•  Perfect for small or narrow teaching spaces

•  Position against a wall for back support

• Modular seating that can be lined up to accommodate  
 multiple students

Code: ED1BBGOD

Dimensions: L180cm x W140cm

• Offers multiple seating positions

• Can position against a wall to offer back support

•  Group multiple cushions together to form a large   
 cushioned floor space

•  Can sit multiple students when used as a  
 floor cushion

bean
filled

bean
filled

bean
filled

bean
filled

bean
filled
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The outer zip has a zip head cover pocket which enables the zip head to be 
concealed away from young children. With exception, a selection of products 
feature a snap off outer zip so EYFS children cannot open the product to access 
the bead. To refill this product, a paperclip needs to be connected to the remaining 
outer zip so the product can be opened. 

Is it easy for the children to unzip  
the bean bag?

Bean bags are filled with fire retardant Polystyrene bead. The bead moves and 
moulds to the body when sat in.

What is a bean bag filled with?

All polyester fabric can be wiped clean for quick easy maintenance. For all 
machine washable items, please refer to the care label for instructions.

How do I clean my soft furnishings?

Due to the fluid nature of bean bags they do not retain a structured shape. 
Therefore, please ensure the zip is on the floor when you sit into the product and 
the shape will automatically form and mould around your body.

I’ve received my bean bag and it 
doesn’t look like the picture?

All bean bags are fire retardant to comply with the UK Furniture and Furnishings 
(Fire) (Safety) Regulations 1988 and is tested in accordance with BS5852. Fabrics 
and finished products are tested to appropriate standards which may include 
EN71, AZO dyes, General Product Safety Assessments etc.

What safety standards do your  
products meet?

Safety measures have been put in place to make it difficult for young children to 
access the bead. An extra internal hidden zip has been included so if the outer zip 
is opened the bead will not spill out of the product.

Can the polystyrene bead be  
easily accessed? 

We carry out significant testing to ensure the strength and durability of our 
products, but if damage should occur then replacement covers are available  
at an additional cost. Please ask for further details.

My bean bag has split can it  
be repaired?

1. Email details of the issue attaching images of both the product and packaging  
 to showcase the damage along with the batch ID from the care label

2. An acknowledgment email will be sent within 24 hours

3. A resolution will be provided within 7 days 

N.B. If the damage has occurred in transit or is a manufacturing fault, then a new 
cover will be dispatched or where applicable a full product will be provided. If the 
damage is accidental, then a replacement cost will be provided.

My product has arrived damaged –  
how do I get a replacement?

FAQs

Yes, we can provide FOC fabric swatches which we can post out to you  
prior to purchasing.

Can you provide fabric swatches?

Yes, however a collection/restocking charge would be applicable.  
Please ask for further details.

Can I return my item if it  
is unsuitable?

We guarantee the fabric and manufacturing of all products against reasonable 
wear and tear and adherence to care instructions for a period of 12 months from 
the date of purchase. 
 
With exception, polystyrene bead filling will flatten over time and is therefore not 
covered under the guarantee.

Does the product come with  
a guarantee?

Bean bag refill packs are available, please ask for further details.

Filling it easy (2 person job):

1. Simply open both zips

2. Undo one knot in the bead net.

3. Insert the neck of the bead net inside the inner zip of the bean bag

4. Slowly transfer the bead

5. Once the required amount is transferred zip up both zips

Full instructions are provided with the bean bag refill pack.

My bean bag has gone flat,  
can I refill it?

An inner cover restricts the movement of the bead affecting the comfort of the 
product. Therefore by adding an inner zip, this has enabled us to direct fill the 
bean bag to allow the bead to move freely inside the cover, optimising comfort.

Why are the beads not secured in a 
bag inside the bean bag?

I’m looking for a bean bag but not 
sure of the sizes.

All of our products have been grouped together according to suitability  
for curriculum age groups; for reference these are as follows:  

•  Nursery products from ages 3 to 5 years, unless stated otherwise

•  Primary products up to the age of 11 years

•  Secondary products from age 11 years onwards

The dimensions of the products can be seen in centimetres within the  
product descriptions. 
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1
YEAR

Product Information

Bead Filling

Plain Polyester Printed Polyester

Foam Filling

Tactile Washable Fabric

Fibre Filling

Bean bags are filled with fire retardant 
polystyrene bead which moulds around 
the body for maximum comfort.

• Hard-wearing 

• Durable 

• Wipe Clean for low maintenance   
 with mild detergent

• 100% Water-resistant fabric 

• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use 

• FR coating on reverse 

• Hard-wearing 

• Durable 

• Wipe Clean for low maintenance   
 with mild detergent

• 100% Water-resistant fabric 

• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use 

• FR coating on reverse

• High-definition, photographic   
 quality print 

Durable fire retardant foam filling 
has been selected for support and 
comfort.

• Soft and tactile

• Provides sensory experience

• Machine washable for hygiene

• Suitable for indoor use only

• Suitable for under 3 years

Cushions are filled with fire retardant 
soft fibre filling. Mats and support seats 
also contain a compressed fibre filling 
for a more compact seating base.

We guarantee the fabric and manufacture of all 
products against reasonable wear and tear and 
adherence to care instructions, for a period of 12 
months from date of purchase. With exception, bean 
bag polystyrene bead filling will flatten over time and is 
therefore not covered under the guarantee. 

N.B. Do not attempt to sew or repair a damaged 
product, as this will invalidate the guarantee. If you 
experience a problem with your product, please report 
damage immediately to your supplier.

RESISTANT

Fire Safety

Products comply with UK Fire Safety  
Regulations BS5852.

Durability

All products feature double or triple stitched internal 
seams for added strength. 

Fabric Quality

We specify our own fabric and we carry out due 
diligence and legal testing to guarantee strength  
and durability.

AZO
FREE

Toxicity Compliant

All products pass the relevant chemical tests. 

x2

Bead Security

All bean bags feature an extra internal zip  
for additional security of the bead. 

Zips

All products featuring a zip also have a concealed 
zip head cover pocket to help deter children from 
accessing the zip.  

Water Resistant Fabric

Our indoor/outdoor range is manufactured from a 
water resistant polyester fabric that can be wiped 
clean when used outdoors for hygiene.

Care Label

All products contain a care label which details 
the manufacturer, batch number, specific care/
maintenance instructions and safety points.

Care & Maintenance Instructions

All orders are dispatched with an instruction sheet 
advising how to maintain and care for the products 
to help manage customer expectations.

Anti-Slip Base

Support seats feature an anti-slip base. 

Snap-Off Zips

Certain products feature snap-off zips for added 
security (Support Seats, Touch Tags Wedge, Touch 
Tags Carry Cushion).

Product Features
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 Check products regularly for damage before giving  

 to children - THESE PRODUCTS ARE NOT TOYS

 Avoid contact with sharp or abrasive objects on all  

 soft furnishings

 Check all zip heads are concealed inside the zip head  

 cover pocket before giving the product to children

 Ensure indoor/outdoor products are stored indoors  

 when not in use

 Dry damp products thoroughly before use or storage

 Polystyrene bead and fibre can be a choking hazard to 

 children. If filling is exposed during use, remove the  

 product immediately from children and report damage  

 to your supplier. Check for split bead and discard any  

 loose bead immediately

 Wipe clean indoor/outdoor products with a damp cloth  

 and mild detergent - DO NOT RUB

 Always follow the washing instructions given on the  

 care label for plush and washable items

 Polystyrene bead refill packs are available should you  

 need to plump up your product. We would recommend  

 you refill the bean bag every 6 -12 months depending on  

 usage, to ensure comfort and support is maintained

 Fibre cushions can be removed from outer covers and  

 plumped up to restore shape if desired

 Replacement cushion pads and foam inners are available  

 to purchase upon request

 Give damaged items to children

 Leave children unattended when using the products

 Attempt to repair or sew products, as this will invalidate  

 your guarantee

 Leave products outdoors overnight as water can   

 penetrate the stitched seams and mould can develop,  

 making the product unhygienic for use

 Wash products unless care label states otherwise

 Leave products next to a direct source of heat  

 i.e. radiators

 Use soap, bleach or any strong household cleaning   

 agents intended for use on hard surfaces to  

 clean products

Care & Maintenance

Product Do’s

Product Don’ts

Eden Learning Spaces

Tel +44 (0)1670 591916 

Email enquiries@edenlearningspaces.co.uk

Unit 3, Easter Park, Baker Road, Nelson Park West,  
Cramlington, Northumberland, NE23 1WQ

www.edenlearningspaces.co.uk
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